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MY CULTURAL BIRTHRIGHTS AND OTHER BLACK GOLD is about two experiences: my
elusive career and my rather interesting, personal life story. Over the years those who know me
have told me repeatedly that I have had an exciting life and that I should tell my story. I hope that
there is something in these words that can inspire someone to become better in their life journey,
by reading my life examples of the good and bad experiences and knowing some of the facts
that are seldom talked about in the hair, health and beauty industry, an industry that has made
so many people wealthy and an industry that I have personally spent most of my life working in
and enjoying. MY CULTURAL BIRTHRIGHTS AND OTHER BLACK GOLD also tells the story
ofmy blessed life that has taken me to so many places, met many incredible people like First
Lady Michelle Obama, President Nelson Mandela or Muhammad Ali, and allowed me to
experience so many things that most people have not seen or would know very little about in a
lifetime. It has been an incredible ride. And I thank God for allowing me to take this journey and
share my feelings of love and pride for my family, loved ones, and friends.

About the AuthorIn 1999 Haroon Rashid became the Founder and former President of Friends
of DuSable, a not-for-profit organization dedicated to educating the public on the legacy of the
founder of modern-day Chicago, Jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable. In 2000 he became a member
of the City of Chicago's Commission on Human Relations Advisory Council on African Affairs for
13 years. In acknowledging the rich and diverse history of the City of Chicago, as well as the
great accomplishments of its founder, (Friends of DuSable & Chicago Commission on Human
Relations) was responsible for establishing a citywide commemoration in honor of Jean Baptiste
Pointe DuSable. Because of the social activism by Haroon Rashid, the now implementations of
the DuSable Commemoration not only serves as a day to honor DuSable, it is a vehicle to bring
communities together for a day of unity in celebration on March 4th each year centered on the
origin of the great city of Chicago that they all share. Haroon Rashid was introduced to the hair
and beauty industry at the age of 15, working as a salon assistant in his Uncle John S. Jones
barbershop in Boston, MA. It was at Sportsman Barbershop, that he began his interaction with
hair care professionals and clients. At the age of 18, he enlisted in the United States Marine
Corp. During the last year of his four-year stint, Haroon became the base barber at McAlister
Naval I Ammunition Depot in McAlister Oklahoma as an off duty assignment. That experience
exposed him to the multi-cultural and diverse aspect of hair care service. By the age of 22,
Haroon had completed Wilfred Beauty College and Vaughn Barber School, in Boston, MA. As
you can see, major emphasis was placed on the hair business, well before any formal education
began. He worked as a advance stylist and educator in Boston at the prestigious Olive Benson
Beauty salon on Boylston Street before moving to take over the Olive`s Beauty Salon in Atlanta



Georgia, that he changed to Rashid's Hair care Center. At Olives Beauty Salon he joined the
National Hairdressers & Cosmetology Association (NHCA). Over the years, Mr. Rashid has built
an outstanding reputation as a Hair Beauty; Wellness Specialist. He has traveled and worked in
three continents as an educator for leading hair care companies. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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2016930045DedicationI dedicate this book to my beloved Mother for the unconditional love she
has always given me; my brothers & sisters that let me be their big brother while giving me love
regardless; my extended family, which is the greatest family in the world; and all my beautiful
children.Let me be the first to say that I also declare my fault and regret for the loss of some of
the greatest mothers and women in the world, that were there for me as my partners and or dear
friends in life, that stood by me in some of my selfish and foolish manners, while in their lives. I
seek refuge in God for my immature behavior and the wrong that I might have done to all or any
of them and I accept all the blame for any failure in our lives together. As I accept the wrong for
any failures in my individual life, I blame no one and I say to all who were witnesses, it was never
you, and it has always been me, not being the man in the moment when it was needed of me the
most.To my children, I also seek their forgiveness for not being the father I could have been
while on my world ventures. With God the Father’s blessings, I can see how brilliant you all have
become in my absence, thanks to your beautiful brilliant mothers.To my many worldwide friends,
I cannot thank you enough for all of your comfort and friendship over the years. This book is
dedicated to all of you.AcknowledgmentsThanks to all of the people who have inspired or
encouraged me and that have helped me make this book possible. With the fortune of so many
great associates, family and friends I was able to research, catalog and document this novel of
my personnel biographical life journey. In my acknowledgements the order of names does not
have any special significance over others as it relates to the order that it may be written. If I have
missed any of the people that know they have made a contribution in my research and
publication of this book please forgive me, and let me know so that I can correct it in the next
edition!Let me start with the one person that I can say was the first who definitely motivated me
to write this book. In the beginning there was Mrs. Maria Jossey Owens, a co-founder of the
Friends of DuSable NFP. President Barack Obama who recommended that I should use his wife,
First lady Michelle Obama, in his place. Her work and services with Friends of DuSable further
encouraged me to add in the details of my services of the legacy of Chicago’s Founder Jean
Baptiste Pointe DuSable in this book. Mr. Douglas Pendarvis, co-founder and Vice President of
Friends of DuSable; also Mrs. Jada Goodlett Russell, who was a co-founder of Friends of
DuSable; Mr. Pat Patterson, Board member and co-founder of Friends of DuSable; John Low,



Board member; Acting President of Friends of DuSable; Mr. Russell Lewis, Friends of DuSable -
Board Chair; Mrs. Peggy Montes; Mr. William Walley, Friends of DuSable Treasurer; Andrea
Knowles, Friends of DuSable Board member; Mr. Arnold Romeo, Director, Commission of
Human Relations Council on African Affairs and Board member, Friends of DuSable; Elsa Tullos,
Friends of DuSable Board member; Ms.Camille Enriques, a Friends of DuSable volunteer Board
member; Ms. Hannah Bonecutter, Friends of DuSable Board member; Ms. Aki Antonia, Friends
of DuSable Board member; Mr. William Goodlett, writer of a DuSable publication called
Kittihawa & Climbing Bear.My family has been my rock and I am indebted to all of them for their
ongoing assistance in my goal to complete this book. My first Daughter, Anita Dunn, for her help
in editing this book and for being an advisor and family historical consultant; my Son, Mr. Aaron
Thompson, a Friends of DuSable volunteer; my Son, Hakeem Rashid, a Friends of DuSable
volunteer; Mrs. Ericha Mitchell Merrill, an initial financial sponsor for Friends of DuSable; Mr.
Dennis Short, a Friends of DuSable volunteer; my uncle, John S. Jones, advisor and family
historical consultant for this book; my cousin, Mrs. Joyce Jones McCormick, advisor and family
historical consultant for this book; my cousin, Mr. John Lucky O’Neal, advisor and family
historical consultant for this book, my cousin, Denise Baggett, advisor and family historical
consultant for this book; my cousin, Mr. James Harris, advisor and family historical consultant for
this book; my son, Craig Thompson, advisor and family historical consultant for this book; my
cousin, Ms. Latonya Jones; my aunt, Mrs. Essie Mae Butler, advisor and family historical
consultant for this book; my sister Ms. Cynthia Pendarvis, advisor and family historical
consultant for this book; my brother Mr. Virgil Pendarvis, advisor and family historical consultant
for this book my Brother Mr. Joe Pendarvis advisor and family historical consultant for this book;
my best friend, Oji Young advisor and consultant for this book.My gratitude also goes out to:
Cardinal Francis George, Chicago Archdioceses; Mark Garski, Director of the Catholic
Archdioceses Schools; Mr. Al Washington, CEO, AfamProducts company; Mr. Fred Luster, CEO
of Luster’s Products Company; Mrs. Linda Rice Johnson of Ebony magazine and Fashion Fair
Duke/Ebonie Products; Mr. Paul Dyskstra, CEO, Chicago Cosmetology Association, many of the
pictures in this book of the DuSable Bridge ceremony were taken by Mr. Fred Miller, a consultant
for Soft Sheen & L’Oreal Products company; Mrs. Gaylin Rose, owner of Gaylinrose Salon; Mr.
Reynard Allison, CEO, Enduser Media Productions, advisor and consultant for this book; Mr.
Kyle Olejniczak, FOD Marketing Consultant; Dr. Margret Burroughs, Founder of DuSable
Museum; Mayor of Chicago, Richard M. Daley; Ms. Erika Summers, Executive Assistant to
Mayor Richard M. Daley; Chicago Commission on Human Relations, Commissioner Clarence
Woods; Mrs. Bessie L. Neal, President of The DuSable League; Mrs. Virginia Jullian, The
DuSable League Historian; Mr. Lonnie Bunch, President Smithsonian African American History
Museum; Mr. Lerone Bennett Jr., Laurent historian; Mr. Walter Burnett, Chicago Alderman -
27th.Ward; The Chicago Aldermanic Black Caucus 2010 -19 Members; Mr. Danny K. Davis, U.S.
Congressman of Illinois; Imam Wallace D. Muhammad, CEO of The World Community of Islam;
Minister Louis Farrakhan, Leader of Nation of Islam; Mr. Barney Muhammad, President, The



Actual Facts Research & Survival Center; Mr. Scott Muhammad, DuSable film documentarian;
Mr. Kwame Raoul, Illinois State Senator; Mr. Dick Durbin, Illinois U.S. Senator; Mr. Lesley
Conde’, Consulate General d' Haiti; Mr. Richard Barbeyron, Consul General De France; Mr.
Burton Natarus, Chicago Alderman - 42 Ward; Mr. Brendan Reilly, Chicago Alderman - 42 Ward;
Mr. Joseph Podlasek, President, American Indian Center, Mrs. Janet Carl Smith, Chicago Dept.
of Cultural Affairs; Mrs. Louis Weisberg, Chicago Commissioner of Cultural Affairs; Mr. Homer
Bryant, Bryant Ballet Chicago; Mr. Wayne D. Watson, Ph.D., President, Chicago State College;
Mr. John Chikow, President & CEO, the Greater North Michigan Avenue Association; Mr. (TY)
Tabing, Executive Director, Chicago Loop Alliance; Mr. Michael Towns, President, the Chicago
Commission on Human Relations Advisory Council of African Affairs; Dr. Serge Pierre Louis,
President, DuSable Haitian Heritage Association; Ms. Antoinette Wright, CEO/ President of the
DuSable Museum; Proceeded by Dr. Carol Adams, CEO/ President of the DuSable Museum; Dr.
Beniea Davis, Board member of the Chicago Cosmetology Association; Ms. Irma Tranter,
President, Chicago Friends of the Parks; Ms. Eleanor Roemer, Legal Consultant for Chicago
Friends of the Parks; Mr. Dana Starks, Commissioner, Chicago Commission on Human Relation;
Mrs. Yvonne Rose, Editorial Director /Quality Press.info; Mr. Rahni Flowers, CEO, Van Cleef
Salon; Professor Dr. Thomas Morsch, Northwestern University Business School Director in
Chicago; Ms. Paula Wells, Students Assistant at Northwestern University Business School in
Chicago; Mrs. Karen Collins, CEO, Collins Collaboration
Consultants.ContentsDedicationAcknowledgmentsContentsPrefaceWhy I Wrote This
BookIntroductionPart One: Haroon RashidChapter One: Haroon Rashid: In the spirit of harun al
rashidChapter Two: My Parents: And their lineageChapter Three: When I Came Up To
BostonChapter Four: The Great Migration (1916-1930)Chapter Five: Going Into The United
States Marine CorpsChapter Six: Back To Boston - Starting My CareerChapter Seven: Starting
My Own Business In AtlantaChapter Eight: The Pendarvis Boxing EnterpriseChapter Nine:
Rashid’s Hair Care CenterChapter Ten: Three Continent Working TourChapter Eleven: South
African TourChapter Twelve: United Kingdom European TourChapter Thirteen: Back To
AmericaChapter Fourteen: When I Moved To New YorkChapter Fifteen: The Visionaries Day Spa
In ChicagoChapter Sixteen: Back To Van Cleef SalonPart Two: The Chicago SpiritChapter
Seventeen: My Manifesto Of Change For The SpiritOf Chicago!Chapter Eighteen: Free Blacks In
AmericaChapter Nineteen: The Spirt Of DuSablePart Three: African American Hair& Beauty
Industry: The Other Black GoldChapter Twenty: Knowledge Is PowerChapter Twenty-One: The
History Behind The Hair IndustryChapter Twenty-Two: Ancestors That I AdmireChapter Twenty-
Three: Formula for SuccessChapter Twenty-Four: African American Mentor BiographiesChapter
Twenty-Five: Let’s Get Positive!In ConclusionAbout The AuthorPrefaceWhy I Wrote This BookI
am writing this book to talk about two experiences of my elusive career and my rather
interesting, personal life story. Over the years those who know me have told me over and over
again that I have had an exciting life and that I should tell my story.I remember hearing a great
African American film writer Spike Lee say that African Americans, in particular, should write or



record their history. He said that if they fail to tell their own story then they may leave the chance
for others to tell it, and it might not be as truthful or valuable as it should be.One of my many
great mentors Imam Wallace D. Muhammad once told me; “God is the only one that sanctions
every life and death that comes into our conscious being.” Imagine two extreme experiences: the
joy at birth and sadness at death. My mentor said to me, ask yourself the question, “Why is it that
’The Most High’, Almighty Creator permits seemingly tragic deaths like murder or terminal
accidents for an infant’s death? Those are the forms of death that bring so much sadness and
pain to people. He answered: “It is to give the true experiences in our life of love and sorrow, to
teach us too be grateful and humble, and to make us witness that God alone has the power of
our heaven or hell. So we are told in the face of death, to grieve not and to have no fear, for The
Most High will walk with thee to replace our sadness.”The truth of the matter is that the act of
fear in most cases is a false illusion. That is why we are instructed in scriptures to fear no one but
God because anyone that you fear becomes your God, which theoretically translates into your
absolute factor. Scriptures further say the Most High is a jealous God and will have us fear no
one but Him, even in the act of life or death. God’s greatest, existence is in the spirit of love, and
providing. These are examples for human and eternal growth, that there is no respect of life or
death to the Most High; they are the same elements found in the formulas of creation. It is
mankind that measures, but God has no respect of time that is within our human ability of
comprehension.Wisdom is in knowing that to which much has been taken, much will be given;
and to whom much that has been given, much is expected.A true sign of the illusion of life and
death can be seen in nature during seasonal changes, a blade of grass sprouts from the earth in
a seasonal time then it withers and dies in another season right before our eyes. That most
certainly is a sign of life and death in a formula that we can measure and comprehend. But just
consider a higher power or formula of life that can measure our experience of a liquid bi-product
of earth (sperm) that will develop and then rise from a fetal position in a womb, to an upright
being. Then that same form of metamorphism after a time will return to a prostrate position back
into the earth, perhaps maybe to return as the blade of grass does to its Mother Earth. Religious
scholars say that a day to the Lord is like one thousand years. That being said, our appreciation
of time and realty is very primitive.I hope that there is something in these words that can inspire
someone to become better in their life journey, by reading my life examples of the good and bad
experiences and knowing some of the facts that are seldom talked about in the hair, health and
beauty industry, an industry that has made so many people wealthy and an industry that I have
personally spent most of my life working in and enjoying.This book also tells the story of my
blessed life that has taken me to so many places, met many in creditable people and allowed me
to experience so many things that most people have not seen or would know very little about in a
lifetime. I bare witness that it has been an incredible ride.I thank God for allowing me to take this
journey and share my feelings of love and pride for my family, loved ones and friends.There are
so many people that I owe to whatever I am of importance that it would be a book by itself if I
were to go there. But let me start with Almighty God. I am not one of those who do not believe



there is an omnipotent power that I will humble my intellectual conscious to. One power, as the
Muslim believers would say, Allahu Akbar! Meaning God is greater, bigger wiser. Metaphorically
speaking, I will not put God under a microscope like an amoeba to dissect, nor do I want to. I
favor the idea that God is bigger, wiser, greater than me, in which is a power I can seek
whenever I run out of my range of reality. I will seek my strength from that which is greater than
mankind or creation; yes, I can live with that.IntroductionLet me tell you a little about my long and
interesting career, in hopes that you will see some of the good and bad things that might give
you a broader understanding of my most exciting and very rewarding life. Also my adventures
and prospective of the hair and beauty industry as I know it, and an important understanding of
why I am writing this story. Started June 19, 1998 Finished June19, 2015:Aaron Bernard
Thompson Jr. AKA Haroon RashidI was born Aaron Bernard Thompson Jr. on June 19, 1945 in
Jacksonville Florida.Ironically, I later in life found a common relationship to the date of my birth
and the Juneteenth African American slave’s celebration being on the same day.From:
Wikipedia, the free encyclopediaJuneteenth Freedom Day or Emancipation Day:Though
Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation on September 22, 1862, with an
effective date of January 1, 1863; it had minimal immediate effect on most slaves’ day-to-day
lives, particularly in Texas, which was almost entirely under Confederate control. Texas was
resistant to the Emancipation Proclamation, and though slavery was very prevalent in East
Texas, it was not as common in the Western areas of Texas, particularly the Hill Country, where
most German- Americans were opposed to the practice. Juneteenth commemorates June 18
and 19, 1865. June 18 is the day Union General Gordon Granger and 2,000 federal troops
arrived in Galveston, Texas, to take possession of the state and enforce the emancipation of its
slaves. On June 19, 1865, legend has it while standing on the balcony of Galveston’s Ashton
Villa, Granger read the contents of “General Order No. 3”: The people of Texas are informed that,
in accordance with a proclamation from the Executive of the United States, all slaves are free.
This involves an absolute equality of personal rights and rights of property between former
masters and slaves, and the connection heretofore existing between them becomes that
between employer and hired labor. The freedmen are advised to remain quietly at their present
homes and work for wages. They are informed that they will not be allowed to collect at military
posts and that they will not be supported in idleness either there or elsewhere. That day has
since become known as Juneteenth, a name derived from a portmanteau of the words June and
nineteenth.<><><>As a result of knowing that information I would often say to myself and others
as a way to explain my perception of my character that I was born to be free and consequently I
would never consciously capitulate or accept living out of a so-called slavery mentality. In that
regard I do declare that I am a SOVEREIGN HUMAN BEING that will only recognize those that
respect my absolute Equal Human Rights by any other human being. I have been asked so
many times what does my name Haroon Rashid, mean and does it have a history? The answer
to that obviously is yes, on a personal level Haroon means Aaron as translated in English, the
1st Priest among the Hebrew People: Rashid is interpreted in the Persian cultural history as



meaning the 98 of the 100 listed attributes of (Allah) it means Intelligent or the one that Gives
Right Guidance. The surnames for the ancient Persians or Muslim people would likely always be
one of the attributes of Allah, to be given or chosen as a template or description for the character
of anyone who will use the names. So I always take a position that at any given time that I may
be the only leader in a room and will adjust myself accordantly.Once I received that name under
the directions that, because of my well-known character and services that had been
documented and observed by two of my great leaders and mentors at that time, The honorable
Elijah Muhammad and his successor and son Imam Wallace Deen Muhammad, as the one that
officially gave me the right to ascribe to my SOVERIGN name as Haroon Rashid: in the spirit of
Harun AL Rashid.Within powers of my limitations I will always honor my name and my sovereign
identity that I have been honored to now pass on to my present and future descendants.This
information will explain that question of: “Who was my name derived from?” I will tell who and
why in Chapter One.~ Harun al-RashidPart OneHaroon RashidChapter OneHaroon Rashid:In
the spirit of harun al rashidI have included this information from Wikimedia Commons that has
media related to Harun al-Rashid. However, I personally believe that the starting statement that
he was the fifth Arab Abbasid Caliph that encompassed modern Iraq and if that is true it is very
fascinating because Abbasside caliphate during Haroon's reign encompassed at least modern
day Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria and parts of northern Africa.Wikisource has original works
written by or about: Harun al Rashid, Brentjes Sonja (2007). "Harun al-Rashid". In Thomas
Hockey et al. the Biographical Encyclopedia of Harun al-Rashid from Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia for the 12th-century caliph with the same epithet, see Al-Rashid (12th
century).Harun al-Rashid Harun-Charlemagne.jpg Harun al-Rashid receiving a delegation sent
by Charlemagne at his court Caliph of the Abbasid Caliphate Reign 14 September 786 - 24
March 809 Predecessor al-Hadi Successor al-Amin Spouse Zubaidah Issue Muhammad, Caliph
al-Amin Abdullah, Caliph al-Ma'mun Abbas, Caliph al-Mu'tasim QasimSukaynahf full name
Kunya? Given name: Harun Laqab: al- Rashid, Dynasty Abbasid: father al-Mahdi, mother al-
Khayzuran, born 17 March 763 Rey, Abbasid Caliphate died 24 March 809 (aged 46) Tus,
Abbasid Caliphate burial Tus[1]Harun al-Rashid (Arabic: هارون الرشيد{; Harun ar-Rashid;
English:Aaron the Upright, Aaron the Just, or Aaron the Rightly Guided) (17 March 763 or
February 766 — 24 March 809) was the fifth Abbasid Caliph. His rule encompassed modern
Iraq. His actual birth date is debatable, and various sources give dates from 763 to 766.Al-
Rashid ruled from 786 to 809, and his time was marked by scientific, cultural, and religious
prosperity. Islamic art and Islamic music also flourished significantly during his reign. He
established the legendary library Bayt al-Hikma ("House of Wisdom").Since Harun: was
intellectually, politically, and militarily resourceful, his life and his court have been the subject of
many tales. Some are claimed to be factual, but most are believed to be fictitious. An example of
what is factual is the story of the clock that was among various presents that Harun had sent to
Charlemagne. The presents were carried by the returning Frankish mission that came to offer
Harun friendship in 799. Charlemagne and his retinue deemed the clock to be a conjuration for



the sounds it emanated and the tricks it displayed every time an hour ticked.[2]Among what is
known to be fictional is The Book of One Thousand and One Nights, which contains many
stories that are fantasized by Harun's magnificent court and even Harun al-Rashid himself.
[3]Harun was born in Rey. He was the son of al-Mahdi, the third Abbasid caliph (ruled 775 - 785),
and al-Khayzuran, a former slave girl from Yemen, and a woman of strong personality who
greatly influenced affairs of state in the reigns of her husband and sons. Harun was strongly
influenced by the will of his mother in the governance of the empire until her death in 789. His
vizier (chief minister) Yahya the Barmakid, Yahya's sons (especially Ja'far ibn Yahya), and other
Barmakids generally controlled the administration.The Barmakids were a Persian family (from
Balkh) which dated back to the Barmak of Magi, who had become very powerful under al-Mahdi.
Yahya had helped Harun in obtaining the caliphate, and he and his sons were in high favor until
798, when the caliph threw them in prison and confiscated their land. Muhammad ibn Jarir al-
Tabari dates this in 803 and lists various accounts for the cause: Yahya's entering the Caliph's
presence without permission, Yahya's opposition to Muhammad ibn al Layth who later gained
Harun's favour, Ja'far release of Yahya ibn Abdallah ibn Hasan whom Harun had
imprisoned.During the reign of the Harun al-Rashid, the city of Baghdad began to flourish as a
center of knowledge, culture and trade.The fall of the Barmakids is far more likely due to their
behaving in a manner that Harun found disrespectful (such as entering his court unannounced)
and making decisions in matters of state without first consulting him. Al-Fadl ibn al-Rabi
succeeded Yahya the Barmakid as Harun's chief minister.Harun became caliph when he was in
his early twenties. Before that, in 780 and again in 782, he had already nominally led campaigns
against the Caliphate's traditional enemy, the Byzantine Empire. The latter expedition was a
huge undertaking, and even reached the Asian suburbs of Constantinople. On the day of
accession, his son al-Ma'mun was born, and al-Amin some little time later: the latter was the son
of Zubaida, a granddaughter of al- Mansur (founder of the city of Baghdad); so he took
precedence over the former, whose mother was a Persian. He began his reign by appointing
very able ministers, who carried on the work of the government so well that they greatly
improved the condition of the people.[4]A silver dirham minted in Madinat al-Salam (Bagdad) in
170 AH (786 CE). At the reverse, the inner marginal inscription says: "By order of the slave of
God, Harun, and Commander of the Faithful."It was under Harun ar-Rashid that Baghdad
flourished into the most splendid city of its period. Tribute was paid by many rulers to the caliph,
and these funds were used on architecture, the arts and a luxurious life at court.In 796, Harun
decided to move his court and the government to Ar Raqqah at the middle Euphrates. Here he
spent 12 years, most of his reign. Only once did he return to Baghdad for a short visit. Several
reasons might have influenced the decision to move to ar- Raqqa. It was close to the Byzantine
border. The communication lines via the Euphrates to Baghdad and via the Balikh River to the
north and via Palmyra to Damascus were excellent. The agriculture was flourishing to support
the new Imperial center. And from Raqqa any rebellion in Syria and the middle Euphrates area
could be controlled. Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani pictures in his anthology of poems the splendid life



in his court. In ar-Raqqah the Barmekids managed the fate of the empire, and heirs, al-Amin and
al-Ma'mun grew up.Due to the Thousand-and-One Nights tales, Harun al-Rashid turned into a
legendary figure obscuring his true historic personality. In fact, his reign initiated the political
disintegration of the Abbasid caliphate. Syria was inhabited by tribes with Umayyad sympathies
and remained the bitter enemy of the Abbasids, while Egypt witnessed uprisings against
Abbasids due to maladministration and arbitrary taxation. The Umayyads had been established
in Spain in 755, the Idrisids in Morocco in 788, and the Aghlabids in Ifriqiya (modern Tunisia) in
800. Besides, unrest flared up in Yemen, and the Kharijites rose in rebellion in Daylam, Kerman,
Fars and Sistan. Revolts also broke out in Khorasan, and al-Rashid waged many campaigns
against the Byzantines.For the administration of the whole empire, he fell back on his mentor
and longtime associate Yahya bin Khalid bin Barmak. Rashid appointed him as his vizier with full
executive powers, and, for seventeen years, this man Yahya and his sons served Rashid
faithfully in whatever assignment he entrusted to them.[5]Al-Rashid appointed Ali bin Isa bin
Mahan as the governor of Khorasan. He tried to bring to heel the princes and chieftains of the
region, and to re-impose the full authority of the central government on them. This new policy
met with fierce resistance and provoked numerous uprisings in the region. A major revolt led by
Rafi ibn al-Layth was started in Samarqand which forced Harun al-Rashid to move to Khorasan.
He first removed and arrested Ali bin Isa bin Mahan but the revolt continued unchecked. Harun
al- Rashid died very soon when he reached Sanabad village in Tus and was buried in the nearby
summer palace of Humayd ibn Qahtaba, the former Abbasid governor in Khorasan.Al-Rashid
virtually dismembered the empire by apportioning it between his two son’s al-Amin and al-
Ma'mun (with his third son, al-Qasim, being belatedly added after them). Very soon it became
clear that by dividing the empire, Rashid had actually helped to set the opposing parties against
one another, and had provided them with sufficient resources to become independent of each
other. After the death of Harun al-Rashid, civil war broke out in the empire between his two sons,
al-Amin and al-Ma'mun, which spiraled into a prolonged period of turmoil and warfare
throughout the Caliphate, ending only with Ma'mun's final triumph in 827.Both Einhard and
Notker the Stammerer refer to envoys travelling between Harun's and Charlemagne's courts,
amicable discussions concerning Christian access to the Holy Land and the exchange of gifts.
Notker mentions Charlemagne sent Harun Spanish horses, colourful Frisian cloaks and
impressive hunting dogs. In 802 Harun sent Charlemagne a present consisting of silks, brass
candelabra, perfume, balsam, ivory chessmen, a colossal tent with many-colored curtains, an
elephant named Abul-Abbas, and a water clock that marked the hours by dropping bronze balls
into a bowl, as mechanical knights—one for each hour—emerged from little doors, which shut
behind them. The presents were unprecedented in Western Europe and may have influenced
Carolingian art.When the Byzantine empress Irene was deposed, Nikephoros I became emperor
and refused to pay tribute to Harun, saying that Irene should have been receiving the tribute the
whole time. News of this angered Harun, who wrote a message on the back of the Roman
Emperor's letter and said "In the name of God the most merciful, From Amir al-Mu'minin Harun



al-Rashid, commander of the faithful, to Nikephoros, dog of the Romans. Thou shalt not hear,
thou shalt behold my reply". After campaigns in Asia Minor, Nikephoros was forced to conclude
a treaty, with humiliating terms.[6][7]Harun made the pilgrimage to Mecca several times, e.g.,
793, 795, 797, 802 and last in 803. Tabari concludes his account of Harun's reign with these
words: "It has been said that when Harun al- Rashid died, there were nine hundred million odd
(dirhams) in the state treasury."Al-Rashid sent embassies to the Chinese Tang dynasty and
established good relations with them.[8][9] He was called "A-lun" in the Chinese T'ang Annals.
[10]In 807 Caliph Harun al-Rashid issued a decree that Jews wear a yellow belt and that
Christians wear a blue belt.[11]In 808, Harun went to settle the insurrection of Rafi ibn al-Layth in
Transoxania, became ill, and died in 809. He was buried under the palace of Hamid ibn Qahtabi,
the governor of Khurasan. The location later became known as Mashhad ("The Place of
Martyrdom") because of the martyrdom of Imam ar-Ridha in 818. Another tradition maintains
that the tomb of Harun was razed in the Mongol raids of 1220, by forces under the command of
Genghis Khan.AnecdotesMany anecdotes attached themselves to the person of Harun al-
Rashid in the centuries following his rule. Saadi of Shiraz inserted a number of them into his
Gulistan, in one telling how Harun enjoined his son to forgiveness.Al-Masudi relates a number of
interesting anecdotes in The Meadows of Gold illuminating the character of this caliph. For
example, he recounts Harun's delight when his horse came in first, closely followed by al-
Ma'mun's, at a race Harun held at Raqqa. Al-Masudi tells the story of Harun setting his poets a
challenging task. When others failed to please him, Miskin of Medina succeeded superbly well:
The poet then launched into a moving account of how much it had cost him to learn that song.
Harun laughed saying he knew not which more was entertaining, the song or the story. He
rewarded the poet[12]There is also the tale of Harun asking Ishaq ibn Ibrahim to keep singing.
The musician did until the caliph fell asleep. Then, strangely, a handsome young man appeared,
snatched the musician's lute, sang a very moving piece (al-Masudi quotes it), and left. On
awakening and being informed of this, Harun said Ishaq ibn Ibrahim had received a supernatural
visitation.Harun, like a number of caliphs, is given an anecdote connecting a poem with his
death. Shortly before he died, he is said to have been reading some lines by Abu al-Atahiya
about the transitory nature of the power and pleasures of this world.Chapter TwoMy ParentsAnd
their lineageMom: Marie Thompson PendarvisDad: Aaron SmithMy mother Marie Thompson
Pendarvis and my dad Aaron Smith had me when they both were very young; my mom was a
domestic worker, at that time. My dad was active in the United States Army during the war
against Japan when I was born. They both were born and raised in Jacksonville, Florida. My
mother’s mother, Pearl Amakar Corley, was a well-known seamstress in South Carolina where
she was born. At a very young age, Mama Pearl was taught her skills that were passed down to
her by her mother, Mama Essie Amakar who was the matriarch and entrepreneur of the family. It
was considered a miracle by most that Mama Pearl’s mother, Mama Essie was so well
respected for her talents as a seamstress, and that even after she later became blind, she still
was able to sew and do excellent work with the help of her daughter Pearl. It has been said that,



as the oldest, Mama Pearl was so close to her mother and she helped her mother perfect her
work as a seamstress during that time, and it enabled her to become a master in the craft
herself. My grandmother, Mama Pearl Corley, on my mother’s side, was one of 23 siblings and
she died when I was just a child. I have very vague memories of her in Florida when I lived there
because I was so young before I left to live in Boston.Grandmother Pearl Amakar CorleyI do
remember the great love I had from my family and especially my mother’s mother before she
died, when I was just three years old. So it was my dad’s parents, who I referred to as Daddy
Amos and Mother Carrie Smith, who were the only immediate grandparents that I had alive in
my life when I was a young child, other than my great grand-mother on my mother’s side of the
family, who we all affectionately called Mama. I loved all of my grandparents because they all
gave me so much special love and attention. Each summer during school breaks I would travel
from Boston to Jacksonville to visit my grandparents. Daddy Amos was a middle class
entrepreneur who owned several row houses in Jacksonville that he rented out to tenants; he
also had a business of selling wood chips and coal for heating and cooking to a large amount of
clients. He would sometimes let me help him bag the materials as he would stack them in one of
his pickup trucks. Daddy Amos retired as a factory worker from a box container and
manufacturing company in Jacksonville, Florida before he died.Mother Carrie was a very
religious housewife as well as a successful AVON products salesperson. She had clients all over
Jacksonville. Mother Carrie was the AVON lady that loved to dress formal, even in the heat of the
day, and if I or my brother and sisters would go out in the public with her, she made sure that we
were well dressed to the maximum. As children, it was a known fact that every weekend we
would get to go downtown Jacksonville to shop and sometimes we would travel with her as she
would go door to door and sell to her many AVON clients as she negotiated her sales.The
Smiths were well-respected Christians in the neighborhood where they lived and many of the
neighbors would come to both of them for advice or help from Mama Carrie or Daddy Amos.
Whenever we would walk the block with them in the neighborhood everyone that would be on
the porches - men, women and children - would greet them, “Hey Miss Carrie or Mr. Amos” and
sometimes it would take an hour to just go one block because of the intercommunication and
bonding among the neighbors in the neighborhood. I soon got to know every one of them and
they knew me as well. If they witnessed any bad behavior from me or my brother and sisters they
would warn me, and in some cases send me immediately to my grandparents; but that did not
happen too often because I loved my grandparents and did not want to disappoint or embarrass
them. Great-grandmother Essie Amakar, Jones Great great -Grandmother Emma
AmakarMy great- grandmother on my mother’s side Mrs. Essie Amakar Jones was born and
lived in Orangeburg South Carolina. She had been married two times in her life, her first
husband Mr. David Amakar died, after having two children with Mama Essie, Pearl Amakar
Corley & Sarah Amakar Harris. She remarried and her second husband, Mr. Isaac Israel Jones
who was a Baptist preacher at that time, left and moved to Jacksonville Florida. Soon after
Mama came to Florida, she lost her vision and was blind the rest of her life. Grandmother:



Carrie Smith Grandfather: Amos SmithEthnically speaking Mama’s dad was of mixed race
and her mother was a Cherokee Indian. As a child I can remember being fascinated by her long
waist-length gray hair; I loved her and always wanted to be around her. I was her first great-
grandchild; and to me she was so beautiful, soft-spoken and extremely smart.After moving to
Boston, I can remember when I was around seven years old; I was allowed to take Mama around
the neighborhood that was then called the South End, which is a section of Boston where most
of the African Americans lived that had migrated from the south at that time. I was so attached to
Mama that when she would go to church every Sunday, I would escort her. I can remember that
when she would get (the holy spirit) in church and she would get up praising and, not knowing
what was wrong with her, I would get so scared that she was hurting and would cry until
someone would come to convince me she was alright.Even though my dad and my mother
never got married, my grandmother, Mother Carrie Smith and my grandfather, Daddy Amos
Smith, on my dad’s side treated me and my mother with a lot of love. In the early forties, when I
was just five years old I moved to Boston to join others in my mom’s large family that started
migrating from Florida.My dad and my mother never married, but my mother did meet a man
that, at the time, was a porter on the railroad and he was responsible for many of the family
members riding the railways as means of transportation out of the south and migrating to
Canada, Boston and New York in the early 1940’s. Aaron Bernard Thompson Jr. Brother:
Joe PendarvisMy Mother got married after I was about two or three years old, to Mr. Leonard
Pendarvis, she soon had my brother Douglas Pendarvis in Jacksonville; but unfortunately things
were not working out for their marriage and she decided that she wanted to move with the rest of
her family that was slowly migrating to Boston. Soon after moving to Boston, my mother and step
father had one more child together, my sister Cynthia Pendarvis, before they finally separated
due to irreconcilable differences. Later we were blessed with my youngest brother Joe
Pendarvis, who was adopted by my mom as a baby and became a beloved member of our
family, as well as the academically stable business-minded one of the siblings. After Joe joined
the Massachusetts National Guard he went on to become a Non Commission Officer in the
financial division in the Metro New England District. He and I are the only ones of the siblings
that entered into the military and we proudly and humorously would often compare the
differences of the Marine Corps and the National Guard.Chapter ThreeWhen I Came Up To
BostonWhile talking about my journey coming to Boston, I learned that the plan was my Aunt
Viola Jones Drummer would take me with her by train and I would stay with her until my mom
could get things together and then later come herself.My Aunt Viola Drummer was a remarkable
woman, who soon after graduating in 1941 from the Public Stanton High School in Jacksonville
Florida, graduated from a cosmetology school. She soon became the family cosmetologist and
barber, as well as the trail blazer for many other family members, including myself, in the field of
cultural services. Aunt Vie, as all my younger cousins referred to her as, would often tell the story
about how I was one of the first children in the family to come up directly from the south when
she brought my favorite cousin Joyce Jones and me with her to Boston.She would often remind



me of an incident that happened while we were traveling. When we got to New York City from
Florida while waiting in Grand Central Station for a train to Boston, I wandered away from my
Aunt Viola and Uncle Charlie Drummer, who was minding me at the time. A strange white man
managed to get my attention and started walking off with me. While I was happily singing gospel
songs and skipping along with this stranger my Aunt Vie said she was afraid that he was trying
to kidnap me.My Uncle Charlie stopped the man and we made it on to Boston without further
incident. After that dangerous and scary experience Aunt Vie would always remind me that I was
a child who loved to travel and would wander off in a minute if not watched.That singular interest
in the phenomenon of traveling has always spiked a curiosity in me of the nature and history of
migration or metaphorically speaking, what is on the other side of the mountain or river?Aunt
Viola Drummer Cousin Joyce JonesMy step-father Mr. Leonard Pendarvis, like most
working class African American men and women in the forties and fifties, would make every
attempt to dress as formal and professionally as their experience would allow them to achieve.
Dress suit, ties, polished shoes and top hats, even in their homes if they knew that they would be
captured in a picture.My brothers Kennard, Douglas and Virgil PendarvisOf his biological
children, besides my brother Douglas Pendarvis and my sister Cynthia Pendarvis, I have three
other brothers: Leonard Pendarvis Jr., Kennard Pendarvis, and Virgil Pendarvis. My step-father
was an honorable man that did everything he could to help my Mom and the family the best way
that he knew how.He prided himself in maintaining a fatherly interest in his children and set
examples of strong working ethics; however when he would demonstrate his casual or leisure
moments he did it with a lot of style. Pops, as he was called by his children, was a railroad porter
which in those days was considered as a very important working class, African American job for
men. Historically, these men were basically responsible for most of the means of traveling for so
many African Americans during the great migration from the South to the North. My family was
very indebted to the service and support from Pops. Mr. Leonard Pendarvis Sister;
Cynthia PendarvisAfter my Mother finally came to Boston by train she brought with her my great-
grandmother, Mama Essie Amakar Jones; my brother Douglas; and one of my favorite cousins,
Juanita Walker.Douglas was the second and my Sister Cynthia the third of my stepfather’s
children; and after my mom had finally moved to Boston they and I would travel back and forth to
visit my Grandparents, Mother Carrie and Daddy Amos. Visiting my family in Florida was always
great for me. My Brother: Douglas Pendarvis Cousin: Juanita WalkerLater, my family
would use the porter service that would escort us as youths, without the company of our parents,
from Grand Central Station in New York City all the way to Jacksonville, Florida.Chapter FourThe
Great Migration (1916-1930)Uncle Marion JonesThis is my micro version of some of my
research and thoughts on the subject of migration of African Americans from the South to the
North. In my family’s case we can trace one family member, my Uncle Marion Jones and his
immediate family members, whom he moved from Jacksonville Florida to St. John’s New
Brunswick, Canada in the early nineteen thirties. Then in 1937 his son Charles Jones, who we
called Chuck, moved his family members to Boston, paving the way for others like Aunt Vie and



the rest of my family that followed.During that time, even before my Aunt Vie brought my cousin
Joyce and me to Boston, two of my uncles, Buster and Son as the family called them, were both
in the Merchant Marines. While traveling around the Northeastern area and knowing that their
brother Marion had moved to Boston they would go there to visit him and his family before any of
the rest of their siblings would eventually go to Boston.Aunt Essie Mae Jones ButlerIt was also
known that my grandmother Pearl and my Aunt Essie Mae Jones Butler had also come to
Boston to visit her brother Marion. It is said that she might have stayed in Boston, but she was
the oldest female of her siblings and her mother had gone blind since moving from Orangeburg,
South Carolina to Jacksonville Florida. Even though blind, Mama was still sewing clothes, with
the help of her oldest daughter, my grandmother Pearl, whom she had taught the skills of the
trade. That being said, visiting Boston before going back to Jacksonville helped encourage other
family members to eventually move to Boston, including Mama. Unfortunately, my grandmother
died early from serious health issues. Uncle Son: Willie Jones Uncle Buster: John S.
JonesThe family migration had begun to expand beyond the south and to move more into the
North: Washington D.C., Philadelphia, New York City, Baltimore and Boston. The great migration
had already begun in my family and, like most African Americans, we never looked back.Some
1.5 million people moved north between 1916 and 1930 during the Great Migration when the
war industry offered industrial jobs to African Americans. Thus began the transformation of
theAfrican-American population from a predominantly rural to a predominantly urban people. It is
of special interest to know that in most major cites the first home and residency for African
Americans was in the downtown district of those cites. As the middle class American
Caucasians or the affluent moved up, the poor and African Americans were forced out of the
center of most large cities as the Caucasians kept the best location of the cites, the heart of the
cities for themselves. My family followed in the tradition of many African American southerners
during that time in American history. Around 1930- 1955 the migration increased in vast numbers
as our family members began to settle in Boston.<><><><><>Picture from Google search
Images of “The Trail of Tears;the American Black IndiansAs I mentioned, ethnically speaking
Mama’s dad was of mixed race and her mother was a Cherokee Indian which technically made
her a black Indian.This was the story that I was taught about my family’s early migrations and its
relationship to the American Indians Trail of Tears. It was always for me a question that was left to
explain: what is a Seminole Indian and how does that relate to my family and their reason to
leave one of the most racist States in America, South Carolina and to go further south into
another racist environment?Beginning with an important question of what is the make-up of a
Seminole Indian Tribe?In 2008 I had been invited as a guest speaker and gave a lector at an
American Indian Tribal Consul meeting. It was there that I had the pleasure to experience the
lesions of wisdom by an honorary Tribal Chief and Wiseman named Billy Wildfire.He was a
guest speaker that spoke on behalf the North American, Mexican and Canadian Tribal Chief's
about the different Indian bands and tribal concerns.It was located at the Forest Band
Reservation and Casino on the Forest Band National Park in Wisconsin. I was there



representing the Friends of DuSable Not for Profit as a guest speaker and I was asked to speak
on the legacy of Chicago’s Founder Mr. Jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable.History has shown that
hypothetically speaking Mr. DuSable was actively performing as the First Mayor in the City of
Chicago: when it was then called Eschicago.Mr. DuSable was a man of African and European
decent and married to a full Native American Pottawatomi woman named Kittihawa, later after
being converted into the Catholic Church she then became Catherine.Together they had two
children a boy Jean and a girl Susanne making their children to become the first multi-cultural
diverse experience in the region and one of their grandchildren being born in Chicago further
known as the first Black Indian’s.My mission was to update the narrative of the First People in
relationship to multi-cultural global diversity of the African Indigoes people.The fact of the matter
is that the Seminole people were a mixture of trans-tribal bands of Indians, of many different
IndianTribes and Bands that found reason to unite as one; and they were then called
Seminoles.It was also known at that time that many of the bands of Indians had biracial children,
who were born from interracial marriages with Native American Indians, also known as The First
People. My family connection to the Cherokee nation was heavily populated in the North and
South Carolina region near the slave plantations.It was also well known and commonplace that
when a runaway slave would escape off the slave plantations many of them would escape to the
safe haven of some Indian Reservations for freedom, while there they would intermingle and
marry, thusly producing the first multicultural experiences on the reservations, the American
Black Indians.It has been said by many Native American Wiseman that there had been many
brutal wars fought to protect the children of the Black Indians and their parents from their former
slave masters that would consider their children as their sovereign property and would demand
for their return back into slavery on their plantations.That is one of the reasons why many of the
Black Indians became Seminoles, they were protected and fought many brutal wars to that end
and was a nexus in the historical journey of the Native Americans-Trail of Tears.Hypothetically
speaking my family had journeyed on the Trail of Tears from the State of South Carolina to
Florida seeking to escape the slavery conditions of South Carolina and was able to fine some
opportunities along the way to then settle in the city of Jacksonville Florida and then ultimately
latter finally migrate and to eventually permanently settle in Boston Massachusetts.It has been
well documented that slavery was prevalent between 1630 until 1783 which was the year that
slavery was abolished in Massachusetts. However little is known or talked about the cynical
beastly actions of the European settlers in New England and the United Kingdom British
leadership on human slave traffic exchanges. History has revealed that many of the Native
Americans were the first to be enslaved in Massachusetts and how that caused a big problem
for the barbaric settlers in that the Native Americans were so much more familiar with their
natural terrain.Because of that fact, the new settlers, upon their captivity of the Native Americans
to be their slaves for labor, found it difficult to contain them as domestic or field slaves.So they
made agreements with England that they would trade Native Americans as slaves into the
United Kingdom in exchange for the African slaves in England, which they captured during the



notorious Trilateral Slave Trade era involving (Africa, Europe and the Americas); that would
disable ether the two nationalities of their natural habitat from the ability to feel comfortable to
escape into a potential unfamiliar environment.It is also well known that some Native Americans
negotiated for their own freedom with the European settlers and slave owners by being bounty
hunters and that some of them were even slave owners themselves with their own
plantations.<><><><>The migration of African Americans, or the so-called “Negro”, to the north
was very popular in those days, as southerners desired to leave the segregation in the south for
a better life of opportunities in the north. Along the east coast, New York, Boston,Baltimore,
Newark, Hartford, Providence, Washington D.C., and Philadelphia were the most popular cities
that many African Americans migrated to.Other known great northern cities for this great
Migration were: Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Gary, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Seattle, or Cleveland;
they too had similar opportunities for African Americans.New York was famous for
entertainment, fashion, and great department stores, merchandise industries and factories in
great numbers; also in those days New York City offered better paying jobs. The New York
population grew, and the five boroughs of New York City were developed in Manhattan, Queens,
Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Staten Island. The big boom of populations started after the Civil War
that spurned the great migration from the South.History shows that around the early
1600-1700’s most of the African American slaves that first lived in New York on the Island of
Manhattan, in the down town section near the World Trade Center district. In fact, in the late
1990’s while a contracting construction company was digging up a section of land in lower
Manhattan, they dug up an ancient African American burial ground that gave evidence of the
presence of an African American community that lived in that area. Many within the African
American community in New York demanded the construction stopped until there was a clear
presence of forensic scientists and African spiritual leaders that would preserve the remains and
give a proper African burial libation ceremony to honor the dead and their remains. The body
remains were eventually sent to Howard University to be further researched and preserved by
African American forensic scientists.The other city of choice on the East Coast was Boston
because it was the city for educational opportunism and the pilot city for the freemason culture in
America. Boston had the first Masonic lodge and headquarters in America. It started for the
purpose of instituting a so-called high class culture to make a people that wanted class and were
willing to learn in a method of extreme secrecy the knowledge to aristocracy. In the city of
Cambridge, which is separated by the Charles River from Boston, is housed the first College or
University in America known as Harvard University, which started as a Theologian
College.History tells us that King James of England was the father of the British slave trade and
that he commissioned Sir John Hawkins for that purpose. It is interesting that King James
around the early 1600’s also commissioned an action to diligently revise the Christian Bible to
the King James Version of the Bible and soon after those colonies, then cities like Boston, in
America were being developed.Many of these citizens were the unwanted mischievous misfits
that came from Southern Europe, and were being gathered up and exiled to the New England



colony area. The city of Boston developed quickly and soon had the first Public Park, the first
Public Museum, first Public Transportation System and the first Public Schools. All were models
designed by Great Brittan immigrants to be called to this day the Hub of the American culture in
New England.In the tradition of the early American cities demography: what is known as Beacon
Hill in downtown Boston, was the first location and area that African Americans lived in. Boston,
like New York, Philadelphia or Chicago, as the city grew was developed into sections such as
Back Bay, Roxbury, East Boston, South Boston, Dorchester and Mattapan. Each section was
populated with the different nationalities that immigrated or migrated to Boston and most of the
African Americans were brought there as slaves or servants in the inner-city areas.Growing Up
In BostonMy family is very close knit; we always stayed close to each other and looked out for
each other. My best friends growing up in Boston were my cousins; and I felt good, knowing that
I belonged to a large family. I would go every summer to visit my father’s parents and my
grandparents in Florida. While there, I can remember feeling that I was special, and I believed
my grandparents were some highly moral, Jesus loving people, and to me they were living a
good life. My grandmother’s father was a holiness evangelist minister from North Carolina. He
brought his family to Jacksonville, Florida to help spread the Christian gospel.There was a
similar circumstance on my mother’s side of the family as well. That is why when I was born I
was given the name of my father which was Aaron, meaning the first priest of the Hebrews and
the brother of the Hebrew prophet Moses.I always felt pressured that my grandparents’ desire
for me was to become a Christian preacher and that I never could find the motivation to do that. I
know that I surprised them and maybe disappointed them when I later became a Muslim
minister.
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